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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY, NOVEMBER 1, 1939

B.G.U. Is Host
To Registrars
In Convention
State

Education

THE FALCONIAN
To Present American Saga in Dance

Official*,

Prof. John Schwarz Will
Give Talks
Bowling Green will be host to the
14th annual meeting of Ohio College
Registrar* Thursday and Friday, according to a report by C. D. Perry,
University registrar. More than 65
representatives from most of Ohio's
60 colleges are expected to attend.
Among those to make addresses
are: Dr. Franklin H. McNutt, director.
Division of Instruction, State Department of Education, who will discuss:
"Current Problems Affecting College
Registrars;" Dr. J. L. Morrill, vice
president, Ohio State University, who
will talk on "The Century of Higher
Education;" and Prof. John Schwarz,
who will discuss "Germany Yesterday."
A campus tour, a tea served by
Ted Shawn and kit troop of men dancer* will appear in the University
the home economics department, and
music furnished by the music depart- Auditorium Friday evening. In the picture above they are shown doing a
dance
called "Kinetic Moipal," a suit* of dance* showing the future of
ment at a dinner to be held at the
America. It i* a part of "O, Libertad," an American saga in three acts.
Woman's Club Thursday evening, will
be other features of the convention.
Those on the committee for registration and introductions are: C. D.
Perry, registrar; Miss Alma M. Lcedom, assistant registrar; and Miss
Wrey Warner, chairman of the social committee.

TED SHAWN AND DANCERS TO PERFORM
IN SECOND LYCEUM PROGRAM FRIDAY

Cromer, Rager Are
Named Business
Heads of '40 Key
Senior Photo Taking to
Close; Junior Pics This
Week; Faculty Next
With William Cromer of Piqua as
the newly-appointed business manager
and Don Rager, Bloomdale, assistant,
the operations of the business staff
of the Key have started to boom.
Cromer expects to get $400 in advertising as compared with the $272 for
the 1939 Key.
Already 100 senior pictures have
been taken out of a class of 124 students. Reservations have been made
for fifteen more. Those who have
not made appointments should make
arrangements with the photographer,
Ariel Walker, immediately, Editor
Ruth Osborn warned.
Junior Picture* Taken
Last Monday, Mr. Walker started
taking junior pictures from 9 a.m. to
12 noon in the Key office on the third
floor of the administration building.
He will continue to take them the
rest of this week.
All of next week, Mr. Walker will
be here to take faculty picture* at
the same hours.
"It is very important that all pictures be taken before December 15
since there is a discount on the engraving for material sent in before
that date," said Miss Osborn, "as the
staff gets more engraving done for the
same price if the student body cooperates and takes advantage of the offer."
Start Advertising
During Homecoming, Prof. W. E.
Singer, instructor of physics, and Ivan
Lake of the Sentinel-Tribune took
pictures for the yearbook. Professor
Singer took some scenes of the inauguration and Mr. Lake got some shots
of the Homecoming Dance.
To publicize the annual, the business staff is having advertising contracts printed this week.
Solicitation of advertisement will start immediately.
Work on Badge!

Harold Liggett, art editor, and
Ruth Osborn are working on 25 pen
and ink sketches which will be used
on division pages of the book. Also
a preliminary dummy for the pictures
has been completed.
The latest accomplishment of the
staff is to set up a preliminary budget for all probable expenses of the
book.

Townspeople to Appear on
Armistice Day Program
An Armistice program is planned
for assembly next Wednesday Prof.
John Schwarz, chairman of the entertainment and assembly committee,
announced.
Attorney Moses Lane of Bowling
Green will give an Armistice talk.
Mr. Lane was a student at Bowling
Green State University and is a member of the American Legion. He will
point out the significance of Armistice
Day in comparison with present day
conditions.
Mrs. A. R. Siebens will sing several songs which were popular during
the World War.

Group of Nine Will Present Program of Original
Interpretation of American History; Will be
Last of Semester's Entertainment
Ted Shawn and hia eight men dancers will present a program called "O Libertad" at the University Auditorium on Friday
evening, Nov. 8 at 8:15 o'clock, according to Prof. John Schwarz.
"O Libertad" is an American saga in three acts called "Past",
"Present" and Future".
The program opens with "Noche Triste de Moctezuma"—the
fearful episode of Herando Cortes'*
butchery of Aztex chieftains. This is
followed by "Los Hermanos Penitentea", "Peonage", "Hacendado de
California"
and
"Forty - Niners".
"Olympiad"—a suite of sport dances,
"War", the subsequent "Jazz Decade"
and "The March of the Veterans of
With a large number of specialists
Future Wars" comprise the Recond in their respective fields' residing at
section. The program closes with Kohl Hall, the men at the dorm have
"Kinetic Molpai" a suite of 11 dances numerous services available to them.
indicative of a direction in which
Coming from a New York barber
America may proceed—the Athletic
Art of the Dance as a field of crea- school, Ray Shaw can trim locks in
tive endeavor for the American Man. less time than it takes to tell about it.
Bert Durie, also a New York boy,
The entire program is made up of has a dry cleaning and pressing agendances created by Shawn and of cy that is reputedly very efficient.
music by Jess Meeker, accompanist Taking advantage of the English asfor the group.
signments given, James Bawldwin and
This group of dancers has won Jesse Mittleman will type themes or
high praise from critics everywhere. essays for a very small fee.
"Not only the greatest work that
The newly established "Date BurShawn has created, but it is in most
eau", headed by Charles Hagan, is
respects the greatest dance creation
founded on a money back guarantee,
that America has yet produced" says
satisfaction is guaranteed or it will
the Boston Herald. The Pittsburgh
not cost a cent.
Sun-Telegraph says, "An epoch-making performance. Like Walt Whitman, Ted Shawn is expressing Amer- Y.M.C.A. Sponsors Contest
ica." The New York Times says, "As
expert an ensemble as has been seen For Photographers; Offers
Prizes and Recognition
in many a day".
"This will be the second and last
program brought here by the enterBeginning Wednesday, Nov. 8, a
tainment committee this semester", photographic contest, sponsored by
Professor Schwarz said.
the Y. M. C. A., will officially get under way. All University students and
faculty are eligible to participate.
Texas Dean Claims
Cooperation with the "Key" has
College Trained Men
been secured and all acceptable picHave 44-1 Advantage tures will be published .according to
Don Lehman, chairman of the contest
committee. The grand, the first, seAUSTIN, TEXAS—(ACP)—For- cond and third prize winning pictures
ty-four to one odds were posted here will be given special prominence.
today on the engineering collegeCampus human interest photographs
trained man against the non-college and architectural subject are especman in the Better Job Sweepstakes. ially desirable but only pictures taken
W. R. Woolrish, University of Tex- since Sept. 18, 1939, are acceptable,
as engineering dean, said the college- he said. Cleverness and orginality will
trained man is 18 times as likely to be an important factor in the decision of the judges.
be president of an industrial comProcessing need not be done by the
pany as the non-collegian, and has 12 amateur and no limit is placed on the
times better chance at other offices. number of prints each entrant may
The engineering college product submit. Prizes, either of cash or
possesses almost as great an advant- photographic equipment will be given
age over non-technical graduates, to the winners of each division. ComDean Woolrich declared, citing stat- plete rules and regulations will be
istics from industrial employment published next week.
surveys.
Industrial
presidencies
go
12 Masque And Mantle,
times to one to the technically trainSee Frosh Puppet Show
ed graduate, 174 times to 1 for enA
public puppet performance will
gineering positions. For all industrial offices lumped together. Dean Wool- be the feature of the next Masque
rish gave the engineering college and Mantle meeting at 8 p.m. Friday
graduate a 30-1 chance over the aca- in the auditorium. The show will be
operated by two Fremont freshmen,
demic graduate.
Bruce Siegenthaler and Carrol! Root,
and is open to the entire student body,
Miss Jensen Opens Series announced William Maas, president.
a group of students will
Of Organ Recitals Today- go Saturday
to Detroit to view a full length
production of "Hamlet." All interMiss Myrtle Jensen, instructor of ested are asked to see Prof. Upton
music, will present an organ recital Palmer or William Maas.
from 8:30 to 4:20 p. m. today in the
Various similar events are schedauditorium.
uled by this club for the future, and
She will play a series of six recitals all students interested in dramatics,
on successive Wednesday afternoons, regardless of membership, are urged
to attend, stated Maas.
with the exception of Nov. 22.

Kohl Men Offer
Unique Services

La Follette
To Speak At
First Forum

TO
KENT STATE
SATURDAY
No. 7

Forum Speaker

Women P. E.
Teachers To
Convene Here

Former Wisconsin Governor
May Touch on Embargo
In Sunday Speech

Expect More Than 30 to
Attend Meeting; Plan
Full Program

"A Challenge" is the subject of the
lecture which the Hon. Phil La Follettc, three times governor of Wisconsin, who will deliver in the opening
program of the Wood County Public
Forum next Sunday afternoon, at
three o'clock in the Bowling Green
High School auditorium.

The Women's Physical Education
section of the Ohio College Association will hold its annual convention
here Friday and Saturday. Between
30 und 50 members are expected at
the convention.
Mr. Michael Peppe of Ohio State
University, Mr. Al Patnik, national
spring board diving champion, and
Mr. Earl Clark, mitionn! tower diving champion, will give a lecture demonstration on the afternoon of Nov.
3 for the benefit of members of the
women's physical education department and majors and minors in physical education, who will be admitted
to the demonstration by ticket only.
Mr. Peppe and his swimming team
are scheduled to appear at the University at a later date for the dedication of the Natatorium.
B. G. Graduate is President
Miss Rachel Bryant, of Otterbein
College, is president of the organization. Miss Bryant is an alumnus of
Howling Green State University and
is the daughter of the former superintendent of schools in
Bowling
Green, George Bryant. Miss Caroline Shaw, of Bowling Green State
University, is secretary of the association.
Among many other representatives
of colleges and universities will be
Miss Ruth Glassow of the University
of Wisconsin, Miss Violet Boynton
of Ohio State University, Dr. Gertrude Moulton of Oberlin College, and
Miss Carolyn Tarbell of Ohio Wcsleyan.
Dr. Prout Will Spe.W

As America's youngest governor
and the most spectacular speaker in
a family renowned for its oratorical
ability and political leadership, Mr.
LaFollettc is expected to give a fiery
address on national issues, and will
undoubtedly strike upon the war embargo, a measure in current controversy, which has brought him nationwide attention.
University students mny still purchase season tickets at the special
price of $1 at the office of the Forum
president, Dean A. B. Conklin.
Programs to follow La Follette's
appearance include the Welsh Imperial Singers, male ensemble who performed in Bowling Green on a former
occasion; II. R. Knickerbocker, international news correspondent, who
has reassured the organization's officers that he will be back from Europe in adequate time to keep his lecture engagements; George Sokolsky,
author, columnist, and renowned lecturer in New York's Town Hall; Vera
Brittain, prominent journalist and
author of "Thrice A Stranger"; and
a sixth number yet to be announced.

t kr Jeaa A. oisndsr. Multowoc. Wla.
Hon. Phil LaFcllett*
Hon. Phil La Follette, above, is the
first speaker of the year's Forum serfs*. Three times governor of Wisconsin, La Follette has become nationally known for his views on
American political life.
He will
speak at the high school Sunday afternoon on "A Challenge."

Start Intensive
Rehearsals on
'Bury The Dead'
First Production is Moved
From Armistice Day
To November 17
"Bury the Dead," the powerful sa-

tire on war by Irwin Shaw, will be
Build Bookstore
presented by the University players
17 instead of on Armistice
On First Floor onDayNov.
as previously announced, according
to
a
statement
Of Ad Building student director. from John Doane,

Office Will be Equipped
With Special Cases
For Display
A new $2,600 University bookstore
is being constructed on the first floor
of the Administration Building in the
upper half of the old fan room located on the west end of the Reception
Hall. The project Is being financed
by the Library Rotary funds which
have accumulated from fines and
profits.
The entire book store which is now
operated in the old reading room
will be moved to the new location upon completion of the office. One end
of the new office will be entirely devoted to the equipment for the mimeographing servico of the University.
There will also be an illluminated case
for the display and sale of special instruments used in the drawing courses.
The original roof deck of the Ad.
Building has been collapsing and was
condemned by officials. The State
Emergency Board has allowed funds
for its replacement. The job is being
rapidly pushed to completion.
Miss Grace D. Wills' Art Department has been moved to the first
floor where it will remain permanently. Miss Wills finds the new location
much more satisfactory. The Psychology Department under the supervision of Dr. Leon B. Slater has been
temporarily moved to other parts of
the building. It will be moved back
to the fourth floor immediately after
the new roof is completed.

The welcoming address at a dinner on the evening of Nov. 4 will be
delivered by President F. J. Prout.
Miss Bryant will make the response.
Ted Shawn and his men dancers will
appear at the auditorium in the eveThe cast, as published in the last ning, and it is expected that the deleissue of the Falconian, began re- gates to the convention will attend
hearsals during the past week, and this exhibition, stated Miss Shaw.
work has begun on the scenery and
lighting effects.
Scene one shows a torn battlefield
in "no man's land" with a group of
soldiers burying the dead of their
company. Six soldiers who are being buried refuse to lie down. This
disrupts the whole proceedings of
the war, and the six soldiers' mothers Miss Warner Lists Remedand sweethearts are brought in to
ies; B. G. Heads Suggest
plead with them, to persuude them
Rise in Activity Fee
to be buried.
There is no well defined plot to
Should there be a redistribution of
the play, and it is composed of a funds with some drastic cut or an inseries of short scenes which show the crease in activities fees? That is tho
horrors of, and which disgust the question that the social committee
audience with war.
faces, according to Miss Wrey WarnLighting effects, now being per- er, chairman.
fected, consist in large part of the
Members of the social committee
lighting of ench individual character. have been making a study of the organizations they cover to decide
where tho cut can come. A suggesJames Platt to Direct
tion has come from the administraThe Air Raid' on WTOL tion for a small increase in the activities fee next semester in order
A tentative cast of university stu- that the social committee may condents has been working on n radio tinue its proposed program.
drama, "The Air Raid", which will be
Among additional expenses this
broadcast over station WTOL soon.
year is the dedication of the new
This is Archibald Mnel.eish's second Amphitheatre with more extensive
radio drama. An outstanding feature
May Day festivities.
of this play is that it is written in
Miss Warner lists the following aa
blank verse.
James Platt, senior of Findlay, is possible means of remedying the situdirecting the play. Mr. Platt said that ation :
1. Drop minority group organizaone of the most difficult things about
tions.
the play is its complicated sound effects. The names of the cast will be
2. Cut down on social functions.
announced next week.
3. Substitute nickelodeon for orchestra music at some of the
dances.
4. Charge small admission fee at
some all-campus dances.
5. Modify May Day celebration.

Social Committee
Faces Budget Cuts
Or Increased Fees

B.G.S.U. RATES FIRST IN PLACEMENT
ACCORDING TO SURVEY BY HISSONG
Seven Year Record Shows
Reaction of Trends
On Employment
That Bowling Green State University stil! rates first among Ohio institutions in placing its graduate was
revealed recently by Dean Clyde Ilissong.
In the reports compiled each year
by the dean's office, the statistics
tend to show the trend of times and
its effect upon the success of the
placement bureau.
In checking over the seven year period, 1933-39, the College of Education
is shown to have reached a near perfect placement record in 1937, when
97 per cent of 337 graduates were
placed. The second best record came
the following year, 1938, when 93 per
cent of 811 students were placed.
Other highs include the 90 per cent
placement of 297 collegians in 1936,
and 87 per cent of last June's 325
graduates.

Crowley Will Speak
At Manual Arts Meet

The percentage of placements dropped during the early thirties, the depression years, when an enormous
number of married teachers were employed. In 1933, only 07 per cent of a
total of 330 students were placed; in
1934, 68 per cent of 343, and in 1935,
62 per cent of the 287 graduates.
Last year was the first time in the
history of the University that the
number of four-year students graduating outnumbered the two-year elementary graduates.

Prof. D. J. Crowley will represent
the Industrial Arts Department at
the National Manual Arts Conference
n Chicago on Nov. 9, 10, 11.
At this 30th annual meeting of the
conference Professor Crowley will deliver a talk, "Determining Factors
in Selecting Areas, Activities, and
Instruction-units for the General
Shop."

Bad Weather Keeps Band
Away From Wittenberg

Be Wise And Buy From
Those Who Advertise

The University marching band,
which was to play at the Bowling
Green-Wittenberg game last Saturday, did not make the trip because of
inclement meteorological conditions.
However, they will travel to Ypsilanti, Michigan, on Saturday, NOT. 11,
according to Director C. F. Church.

nn Bowling Green merchants are
/h advertising in this issue of the
** Falconian. Most of them have
specials which they are offering to
college students only. Wise student!
check every ad in the paper and save
themselves time and money. Try it
yourself this week!

THE FALCONIAN
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Poetry Corner

By ROBERT BARON
Nitional Advertising Service, lac
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Bawliag Green's Falcons won another football gaaea
Saturday. The way it waa accomplished seems to
indicate that the Orange have finally shaken off the
road jinx. Fana are hoping the habit of winning
STAFF
away from home is contagious. The basketball team
would like to succumb to it after dropping so many road
Staff Meet. Every Wedne»d»y at 7HM P.M.
games last winter.
EdItor-ta-Chlef
—'~i
Bebert Baron
Captain Ed Sisainald played his usual bang-up gaase,
..Richard Lilley, Anthony Franeaa and if that cat he received doesn't slow him down, BowlAssociate Editors
Richard
Daulpaee
ing
Green is going to contribute its first member to
Sports Editor
Al Sautter, Jo* Freeman an all-Ohio and all-conference team since 1928 when
Aaaiatanti
Society Editor
Martha Walrath "Rough and Ready" Chet Chapman won the coveted
Assistants
Mary Pownajr, Jaan Dowell honor.
However, if Captain Ed is selected, he'll really deNew* Reporters—Bee Dennla, Marjorie Squire, Virginia
serve the honor. This is because Bowling Green apCross, Jesse Mittleman
parently
hasn't been and still isn't being given its due
Proof Readers—Marilee Hargesheimer, Dorothy Kiefer,
credit among moRt other Ohio Conference schools. PerDorothy Rothrock, Alia Miller, Marjorie Ann Hilt
haps more and more coaches are becoming aware of B.
Typists Evelyn Myers, Dorothy Stein, Dorothy Pohhaan
G's rise to power in the conference, but sports writers
Shop Foreman
,
Harry Slawson still are dubious and unaffected over the successful
Business Manager
Darl Gatchell Falcon exploits. To prove this, one has only to look
Phone 4653
back at the mythical all-state press selected teams of
Advertising Department
June Rummel last fall and the Ohio All-Star selections of this fall for
Freshmen Reporters—Carrie Crockett, Leila Stahl, the All-Star-Clevcland Ram contest. Not a single
Georgia Wiesler, Martha Jordon, Vivian Walker, Falcon has been ever considered for the All-Star squad
Grace Gessncr, Martha Jordon, Vivian Walker, while such schools as Ohio Northern, Woostcr, WittenQuentin Bowers, Virginia Alguirc, Carol Christman, berg, Denison, and Kent have sent players each year.
Richard Lowry, Carl LaRue
Whether this is because we have been in the conferFaculty Adviser
Duncan Scott ence only a short time is questionable. I believe many
sports columnists—those whose opinions are influential
The opinions expressed in ths various signed columns all over the state—are not giving B. G. a break. That
of this psper are those of the writers and are not is why our Falcons have to be much better than the
necessarily shared by the Falconlan or any other group average nll-conferenco selection in order to be recognizor individual.
ed. That is why Captain Siminski, "Posty" Knecht, Bob
Bnrnett, Charlie Catanese and others will more than
ever deserve the places they should receive on mythical
teams.
However, if Bowling Green's athletic prestige is to
Whether the University newspaper should be
called the Bee Gee Ne.wn or the Falconian is a be recognized, now is the time that sporls writers
should be made aware of us, and students themselves
question that has been debated pro and con dur- can help u lot. Thero arc students here from pracing the past week. Perhaps a re-statement of
the entire issue would serve to clarify matters tically every purt of the state and enough from Toledo,
Cleveland, Columbus, Lima anil other large cities to rea bit.
sports scribes of their respective newspapers just
The first issue of the newspaper appeared mind
this year with a question mark as its title and what is going on at Bowling Green State University,
is doing that same thing now.
the statement that students and faculty members TheAreFiilrouum
jumping the gun in speaking of post season
would be ariven an opportunity to suggest an- honors wa
right in the middle of the grid cumpaign? Naother name. Possibly 100 different names were turally our first thoughts are on winning our gnmes,
offered and five were chosen by a staff com- but, to help bring credit where credit is due, it is best
mittee to be placed on the ballots at the general that those, who directly or indirectly bestow official
student election held on October 18.
credit, be made aware of what goes on in Fulconvillc
Out of 540 votes, 267 students favored the as it happens.
Falconian, 142 the Well, and 47 wrote in
x x
the Bee Gee News at the end of the list. SupSpeaking of athletics, it was a pleasant surprise to
porters of the Bee Gee News as an established note that Conch I.andis has tentatively booked a basketname contend that this title should have been bull game with San Diego State College for Dec. 23.
printed on the ballot. They believe, in other The Padres from way out on the Pacific Coast will In
words, that Bee Gee News might have received on their annual tour then, playing Detroit University on
a majority vote if students had not been forced Dec. 22, but probably the main reason for scheduling the
to write it in as a choice.
contest was that two Bowling Green boys, Andy Echle
Furthermore, some of the alumni feel that and Jim Stacy, arc first stringers with the Padres. Their
they should have been consulted about the name appearance with tho nationally known Southern Calisince they had a share in shaping the news- fornians should fill the gym with townsfolks, paid admispaper's policies in past years. Everyone will sions. Students will be home for Christmas vacation
admit that the Bowling Green alumni should as- and there will be plenty of good seats.
sume an active role in building the University,
Echle, who stands 6 ft. 3 in., played center with the
and most people will agree, too, that the alumni's Padres last winter when they went to the finals of the
wishes should be heard in the matter of naming National Collegiate Tournament held at Kansas City.
the University newspaper.
This will be Stacy's first year with the San Diego quinIn order to reach a more satisfactory decision tet The Padres each year play such schools as Southern
in the matter, the name Falconian will be ten- California, U. C. L. A., California, and often Stanford,
tative, subject to complete approval by all groups having lost to S. Calif, by three points last year.
concerned. The staff is now of the opinion that The San Dicgoans may defeat the Falcons if the
it would be advisable for the entire student body games goes through, but the Landismcn wont be pushand faculty to vote on their choice of Falconian overs. Winning this game will not be as important
or Bee Gee Newt. If the Falconian is favored, to fans as watching two teams from opposite ends of
the name could be submitted to the alumni for the country "shoot the works." If the date is made
ratification or rejection. If, on the other hand, definite, and it certainly should be, it will be the first
Bee Gee News is still desired by a majority, the time in tho history of this school that we have ever
paper should immediately return to that name. played an out of state team except from Michigan.

Hallowe'en
By Alia Miller
The night is cold, the spooks are bold,
Their wings the breezes fanning;
They sing and dance, and gaily
prance.
While we our pranks are planning.
Wind is howling, black cats yowling;
Clouds have hid the moon's bright
face;
Night is eerie, fireside cheery.
Fearful, watching each dark place!
This night of nights, with cats and
sprites.
Is a night for spooks, all right.
If you are keen, 'tis Hallowe'en
You'll soon guess to be this night.

Mr. Scott's Portable
Typewriter Taken
From News Office

TO BE OR NOT TO BE . . .

The discussion concerning the change of name
has, for the most part, been friendly. If nothBowling Green Merry-Go-Round
ing else, the debate has demonstrated to the
University news staff that students, faculty, and
alumni are vitally interested in the publication
and that they will voice their opinions on any
major change in policy or procedure. The staff Roh.rt (Allen) Frank
Larry (Pearson) Ashkias
welcomes criticism of this sort and feels that
the paper will benefit by suggestions.
OBSERVATION

You Guess, Were Tired

LIVE WIRES AT KOHL . . .
The new Kohl Hall with its modern facilities
and furnishings is the envy of the whole campus and is fast becoming the center of social
events. These dances, sponsored by the men in
the dorm, are not limited to residents of the
dorm, but have assumed the proportions of allcampus affairs.
With the novel Hallowe'en party-dance last
Saturday night, came the announcement that it
was the first of a series of all-campus entertainments which would be sponsored by the dormitory. Arrangements have been made wiQi the
Social Committee to hold dances or parties at
the dorm on the week-ends when there is no
other all-campus entertainment scheduled. To
aid in this drive to fill up week-ends, the University has purchased a nickelodean, intending
to make it a permanent fixture at Kohl Hall.
In the Kohl Hall organization we see at last a
group on the campus outside the fraternities and
sororities and sundry other clubs, which has
spirit enough to organize and put things across.
Our hats are off to the men. Kohl Hall may be
the embryo of the solution to the suitcase parade.
Whether this is true or not, their present plans
are giving the student a chance to break those
apron strings and get acquainted with his University.

SOME WISE WORDS . . .
Says the U. of N. Mexico Lobo on Russia,
"there'll be plenty of high horses to get on in
the next few months without our getting on our
high horse about Russia. Ask your old pappy
and he'll tell you that the most valuable thing
you can learn is how to stay out of other people's
scraps. You can have a lot of experience and
still never know."

On Nov. 7 the voting populace of the state of Ohio
will be asked to vote on the Bigelow Pension Plan. The
Idea Is to give $60 a month to all citizens of Ohio who
reach the age of 60. Married couples would get WO a
month. The good Dr. Townsend himself has declared
the plan to be ridiculous and financially unsound. Conservative estimates of the cost to the state of Ohio in
financing such a scheme is $310,000,000 yearly. That
is more than it would cost to run the state government
at the present time. In the words of Westbrook Pegler
—"There ain't gonna be no State of Ohio if the plan is
approved."
It is very improbable that any of the students on this
campus who are of voting age will support the plan.
College students want needy and worthy old folks to be
taken care of aa well as a government can do so, but
thej- are agreeing that the Bigelow Pension Plan does
none of these.
STOP AND THINK—YOU
The repeal of the Embargo Act is becoming a realistic certainty. There isn't any doubt in the minds of those
who are keeping in close contact with the passage of
the bill but that repeal is but a matter of days.
The most important aspects of the passage are these:
What effect will come from the repeal? How will it
affect our education? How will it react on industry,
labor, and finance? What will it do to our credit system? And there are a million and one other effects derived from it.
We will agree that money and prosperity would come
almost instantaneously, but don't be fooled: the sneaker
doesn't lie there. It will show up years later as it did
in the great crash of 1929 from the World War. Again
college students, we believe, are being careful to think
clearly on the whole neutrality act and have formed
judicious opinions on it which do not vary much from
the above.
NEWS OF THE HOUR ON THE HOUR
A French patrol was attacked last night by a German
patrol. Many hand grenades were thrown by the Germans only to be returned by the Frenchmen. That's
gratitude for youl Obviously both sides believe in running away so they can return and fight some other day.

Sometime last Tuesday an Underwood portable typewriter belonging
to Mr. Duncan Sett, instructor of
journalism, was removed from the
news office in the Library Building
and has not been returned.
Since the supply of two typewriters
has proved inadequate for the combined publicity and University newspaper work on certain days, Mr. Scott
took the typewriter to the news room
for student use.
The typewriter was about three
years old, but it had been overhauled
recently and was in good working
condition. It is still believed that a
student may have borrowed the typewriter to work elsewhere and merely
cerning friends and handling of rela- failed to bring it back.
At any rate, Mr. Scott would weltives must exist. Frequent demoncome any suggestions that might
stration of affection by the husband lead to the recovery of the machine.
towards the wife also rated high as
the sign of "very happy" marriages.
Longer Courtships Are Batter
The survey also showed that a
longer courtship is in favor of better harmony and better adjustment
after marriage.
Where the courtship lasted less than a year, there
Proof that Bowling Green State
was incomplete adjustment.
Their University is rapidly taking a place
chances for happiness were 20% less in general popularity among the betthan those whose courtships lasted a ter known colleges in the country
year or more. The best term of court- was indicated last week when Beech
ship Beems to be between three and Nut Packing Company, makers of
five years. Courtships of five years Beech Nut products chose the school
or more show less chance for happi- as one of its publicity campaign cenness after marriage. Those who mar- ters. Don Rager, assistant business
manager of the Key, will handle the
ried after courtships of three months program here.
or less showed a 30% greater risk
Rager said that his employers had,
in permanent adjustment.
in the past, considered only schools
Teachers Maka Good Wives
of the popularity of Ohio State, Notre
Wives who worked before marriage Dame, Southern California, and Mimake much better adjustments than ami, but after having noticed the
those who had never worked. Among rising enrollment of Bowling Green
wives, school teachers ranked high and its spreading prestige, the company decided to place it on the list
in adjustment.
Professional men
Rager has already started his promake the best husbands, and of these gram here. Last week he distributed
chemical engineers and ministers hundreds of packages of Beech Nut
rated highest. Men and women who gum and mints, In connection with
are active in two or three organiza- his program he announced he is plantions made the best adjustment after ning other stunts for the future to
verify his belief that Bowling Green
marriage.
Contrary to general belief, educa presents as collegiate a student body
tion does not lessen the chances for as any school in the country.

SURVEY OF 526 COUPLES SHOWS THAT
WORKING GIRLS MAKE BETTER WIVES
Teachers Make Best Wives;
Best Husbands Found
In Professions
(iirls who have worked before ninrriage make better wives. School
teachers seem especially well fitted
to marriage.
This conclusion was reached after
one of the most thorough statistical
surveys of marriage ever made in the
United States.
Conducted by Dr.
Leonard S. Cottrell, Jr. of Cornell
and Professor Ernest Watson Burgess of the University of Chicago,
the survey took seven years to complete. The R28 married couples interviewed provided the two investigating educators with interesting
conclusions, some of them contrary
to popular belief.
Most Marriages Are Happy
When asked to estimate the degree of his or her happiness in marriage, husbands rated their marriages
aa; 79% "very happy" and "happy",
and only 2.4% judged theirs "very
unhappy". Wives rated their marriage as did their husbands and agreed
that 2.4% of their marriages were
"very unhappy".
It was found that a marked relationship between happiness and handling family finances existed.
Of
those who always agreed, 61% were
very happy and only 8 % very unhappy. Of those who always disagreed,
60% were "very unhappy" and none
were very happy.
Almost as important to happiness, the investigators found that an agreement con-

Beech Nut Gum
Distributed by
Company Agent

marriage adjustment and happiness.
It was found that college graduates,
men and women, were more successful in marriage than grammar and
high school graduates.

At The Cinema
Action, drama and comedy are presented In the week's cinema offerings
at the Cla-Zel.
Opening tonite and continuing to
Friday is a picture you'll want to see
if you like action, believable thrills
and such stars as Gary Cooper, David
Nivcn and Andrea Leeds. The pic is
The Real Glory" and the setting is
the Philippine Islands at the time the
islands became a nation. Cooper and
Niven are soldiers who lead the fight
against the warlike Moros (history
students note) who threaten the peaceful Philippinos. These Moros are serious warriors who play lustily with a
sharp knife the size of a saw when
they fall into their fanatical war
frenzy, the "juramentado".
Saturday the double feature includes
Jackie Cooper in "Streets of New
York" and "The Escape" starring a
host of new screen faces and that old
standby, Henry Armetta.
Sunday's film is "Fast and Furious", a light comedy romance with
Robert Montgomery and
Rosalind
Russell. College folks will like it.
The Jones Family return in their
newest vehicle "Too Busy to Work"
next Tuesday. Papa Jones is the
mayor (??) of Maryville in this one,
and at the end says he'll never run
again, so trying is his life during his
term.
After "The Underpup" shows tonite and tomorrow, Johnny Mack
Brown in "Oklahoma Frontier" will
play Friday and Saturday at the
Lyric.

Sunday nnd Monday the timely "UBoat 29", a picture of submarine warfare complete with scenes of sinking
of pnsseng-er liners is the celluloid
offering at the small theatre. Brain
teasing spy entanglements make the
picture all the more forceful.
"Valley of the Giants" a technicolor
picture on its second time around will
appear next Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday. In it Wayne Morris fights
against an unscrupulous gang led by
Charles Bickford who is trying to
take away forest lands owned by
small holders in northern California.
Lovely Claire Trevor is one of the
gang who turns out to be Morris'
love Interest. Exciting story, good pic.

OPTOMETRIST
Ph. 9451

116 E. Court

Greek

Twelve students met last Friday
afternoon to organize a class in elementary Greek. No credit will be
given in the course, but it is hoped
that there will be enough demand for
it that, in years to come, it will become a part of the curriculum offered on the campus.
Dr. Leon B- Slater has consented
to conduct the class.
There will be a meeting today at
4:00 in room S09A. All of those who
are interested in beginning Greek are
invited to attend.

Best 25c Lunch
in town
QUICK LUNCH

TASTY TIDBITS}

Thirteen University of Texas students were in the British ship Athenia
when it was torpedoed at the opening
of the European war.
Smart New University
Jewelry from $1 up

KLEVER'S
JEWELRY STORE

DUE
ABLE

TO

UNCONTROLL-

CIRCUMSTANCES

TASTY TIDBITS WILL NOT

Sheidhauer's
Pastry Shop
N. Main at Court St
For

DR. J. J. CURRY

Dr. Slater to Teach
Elementary

Pastries of all kinds,
Home Made Candies,
Fresh Roasted Nuts

BE PRINTED THIS
WEEK
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Gridsters Upset Lutherans; Invade Kent Next
Cage Team To Start Practice
Nucleus of 1939-40 Basketball Team
ONLY FOUR AWARD
WINNERS TO REPORT
FOR CAGE SERVICE
Coach Landit Will Prep
For One of Toughett
Cards in History
Coach Paul E. Landis issued the
first call for basketball candidates
and the squad will begin preliminary
drilling on the hardwoods today. The
Falcons face a 20-game schedule, on
the toughest ever to be played, against
such stellar teams as Marietta, Detroit Tech, Wooster, and Mt. Union.
Only four lettermen from last year's
squad are returning and of these.
threo will still wear football togs until the end of the gridiron season.
Captain Harold "Pcewee" Bishop and
will be the only regular to report untily Duff Madaris, Ed Mussill and
Mike Kormuxis put away their cleats
and ilon the basketball uniform.
Bob Smith, Ed Welker, Jack McNeil, Archie Steele, Benny Michels,
George Dunn, Cliff ami Wayne
Michaelis, and Merlin Budd of last
season's reserves will try for berths
on the squad.
Several promising sophomores will
be pushing for positions on the coveted first five. Such outstanding players as Dewey Johnson of Edgerton.
Don Mason and Don Patterson of
Rowling Green. Bryce Ansparh of
Liberty Center. I.yell Gill, Tontogany.
Dick Dorsey, Findlay. Harold Mchlow, Oak Harbor, and Boyd Grubaugh,
Van Wert. will return as prospective
varsity material.
Dec. 2—at BlutTton
Dec. 5—Defiance
Dec. 9—Youngstown
Dec. 1»—at Ashland
Dec. 15—at Detroit Tech
Dec. 16—at Grand Rapids
Dec. 23—San Siego State-California (pending)
Jan. 4—at Michigan Normal
Jan. 6—at Heidelberg
Jan. 12—Hiram
Jan. 16—DeSales
Jan. 20—at Capital
Jan. 27—at Wooster
Jan. 30—Mount Union
Feb. 2—at Marietta
Feb. 3—at Otterbein
Feb. 6—Heidelberg
Feb. 10—Oberlin
Feb. 13—Wittenberg
Feb. 20—Kent SUte
Feb. 27—Findlay

ED MUSSILL

MIKE KORMAZ1S

HAROLD BISHOP

DUFF MADARAS

Pictured above are four veterans who will return lo the hardwoods
for the 1939-40 season under the Brown and Orange. Harold Bishop,
captain-elect, a Findlay product will return to his post as guard. Big
Duff Madaris, Peaiberville, scored an average of seven points per game
last year. Ed Mussill, River Rouge, will probably play guard this year in
the place of Cordisco, last year's captain. Mike Kormasis, Cleveland,
scored 97 points last year playing guard, forward and center.

By DUNNY

B, VIRGINIA ALCUIRE
In an archery tournament held for
women physical education majors,
Betty Hendrirkson won the Columbia
round with 297 points. This was just
one point less than the shot in the
Intercollegiate matches last year.
Helen Sullen won the Junior Columbia round.
The
first
.ll-campm,
country
square dance will be held in the Women's building under the direction of
the W.A.A. on Friday, Nov. 10. Mr.
Sullins will be the official caller and
will provide the musicians. Everyone
ia guaranteed a wonderful time; so
torn out in full "swing-your-partner"
spirit
The women's service classes in
swimming will terminate Nov. 27.
After this date the men will have sole
access to the pool for service classes
Women may continue with their
free dip periods after Nov. 27. Warning, women! Take advantage of your
free swimming periods if you desire
much access to the pool during the
next unit Also bear in mind that
the swimming exam is held on Nov.
27, and "practice makes perfect."
In the riding demonstratism held
Sunday, Oct. 22, in connection with
the Homecoming festivities, Dorothy
Mercer and Mildred Mannhardt were
cited as showing outstanding horsemanship.
Accompanied by Miss Emilia H.rtman,Helen Sturgeon, Ruth Allen, Doris Cottrell, Bonnie Boulis, Paul Lane,
Jack DeMuth and John Keown attended Cygnet High School on Oct.
26 to direct the recreation at the
high school Hallowe'en party. Country
dances, singing and games comprised
the evening's entertainment.

Not to bo outdono by tho u*
tlOB*« other groat ntwiaipan,
tho Fe.Icon.an, thia wook, is recording football prediction by
Bowling Croon's matters of tho
barber trade.
Yea, a "barbar
poll."
Leading among this WML'I
contests was the Bowling GreenKent feud.
Being a patriotic
group, four out of five interviewed chose Bowling Croon tho victor. One, however, steadfastly
quoted, "I'm lotting my better
judgment overwhelm my patriotism."
All interviewed picked! Notre
Dame over Army. "It'll bo a
close shave," punned "Red" Gokey, nuni.fr one man at Smith's,
"but Notre Dame still has that
old flash.4'
The Navy-Peim State gome
seems to have been a problem
for the old heads. Down at Ding •
lor's. Charlie, his patient, and
three innocent bystanders got into a debate.
Under withering
fire, Charlie rotained his original choice, Penn State.
If tho barbers represent a
cross-section of the nation's grid
battles, Ohio State's ra»lo-dailel should overcome Indiana. The
poll gave State six out of a possible six. Five out of six picked
Minnesota over Northwestern,
but Quincy Cribben, member of
"ye olde schoole" and quite an
individualist, chose Northwestern.
In all cases Southern Methodist is favored over U. of Texas.
Leo Lake, however, maintains
the U. of I. will certainly got into Southern Methodists' hair.
The following were interviewed: University Barber Shop,
Charles Dingler's, Q. N. Gribben,
Bernard Gokoy, T. C. Dohms
and Los Ward.

Brown And Orange Warriors
To Battle Kent State Eleven
In Annual Homecoming Game
Brawny Golden Flashes Promise to Give Revenge
Seeking Bowling Green Squad Warm
Reception Saturday
Kent State University's Golden Flashes will play host to
Bowling Green's eleven next Saturday in an Ohio Conference
battle that will find the Falcons seeking to avenge a smarting
7-3 defeat of last season.
The Falcons and the Flashes will be almost evenly matched,
each having lost one game this year by slender margins, and both

Flash Wingman

Bill Boli.nl., captain of the Kent
University Golden Flash.. .. the
roeel petal of th. hj.hl, touted aerial
attack that the Falcons will have to
down ne.t Saturday. Boli.nt. plays
end on the K.nt State line.

boasting four victories. Kent State
journeyed to New York last Saturday
where they downed a fighting Hobart
team, while the Bee Gees will be returning from their 19-13 scalping of
Wittenberg.
Kent suffered it* only setback this
season at the hand, of Findlay two
weeks ago. The Orange and Brown
lost its only game by a slender 7-6
margin to Capital.
A victory for the Falcons will require their stopping a quartette of
brilliant Golden Flashes thnt includes
such -tars as l.es "Swede" Netzcn,
Mickey Mitign, Jimmy Jones and Joe
Mileski. Netzon, one of the stall's
loading track men, is the 210 pound
pride and joy of Couch (I. D. Starn's
bnckficld. Mitign, the diminutive little
quarterback, und Jones in both punters and passers of exceptional ability.
Mileski, also an able pusser, was the
boy who supplied the Staters with
their only score against Hobart and
will lie filling in at the fullback post.
The strong forward wall of the
Flashes will be bolstered by Don
Miller, rugged center, and Jim Blackstock, big tackle from Cleveland, who
also shines in the outfield during tho
baseball season.
Coach Harry Ockcrman will probably start the same eleven as that
,hp Wittenberg
whi(,h
hc
u„od
in
_ JMH W(,ok ,h(,
iin ws,ion.
^ (|
for |he Kol
h
,
,
. ,
~5g »•> P»»» defense in hopes of
stopping the Kent State aerial attack.

Red Devils Find Falcons

Feathers From The Falcon Nest
THE
FEMININE
FIELD

T0NS0R1AL
EXPERTS PICK
THE WINNERS

Homer, It ia H«r» . . .
Since cage mentor, Paul E. Landis has issued the first call for prospective
Falcon basketballers to meet for the first initial work out today in prepar
at ion for what promises to be the toughest schedule of games ever played by
a group of Brown and Orange hop-swishers, a little both speculative and
passe would be in order. Here goes.
This years edition of the local hardwood addicts will definitely be centered around the four returning veterans. Heading this group is one Harold
"Pee Wee" Bishop captain-elect and the Falcon's All-Conference guard
selection. Another letterman is Big Duff Madaras, last year's center who
stood second in scoring for the locals, amassing a total of 136 points for an
average of better than seven points per game. Mike Kormazis, the rangy
Clevelander is the third member who has had experience. Mike scored 97
counters last year and was a jack-of-all-trades playing guard, forward,
and center. Ed. Massill is the fourth returning monogram winner. Ed.
was Captain Coi-disco's understudy and didn't see too much service but he
should develop into a fine bask court performer.
The 1938-39 team had a better than average season, winning 12 contests
while dropping seven engagements. The defeats all came with the exception
of one, as a result of a road jinx that the team seemed to have picked up.
This line home defeat was at the hands of the vaunted Wooster Scots in
a hectic battle that kept the crowd hanging from the rafters. Incidentally
the Scots won the conference championship.
Last year's team was in the point-a-minute class for its 19 games
piling up 764 tallies for an 40.2 point average. They held their opponents
to 683 counters for an average of 35.9 points.
This years crop will have to step some to equal this record against
their tough 21-game schedule.
The novelty of the schedule is the tentative game scheduled with a band
of barnstorming teachers from San Diego state. The fame will be of great
interest to the local fans as the Californians are capt lined by Andy Echle,
6 ft 4 in. forward who used to do his prep school basket tossing for the local
high school.
Those Opponents ...
The Falcon opponents won and lost about the same number of games
over the week-end.
A feather in the Falcon nest should be the victory of Wayne, whom the
locals disposed of in 9-0 style, over the University of Akron Zippers by the
score of 18-12 in the rubber city. Other games found Bluffton spoiling a
Defiance Homecoming by beating the river town lads 18-7. Capital dropped
its first conference game to the Ohio Northern Polar Bears, 6-0. Otterbein
dropped its homecoming game and continued its losing streak by bowing
to Ashland, 18-0. Kent State downed a Hobart N. Y. team by a close 8-«
count. The final game found the Findlay Oilers losing a 14-6 decision to
an Assumption College team of Canada.
This week's slate finds Bluffton engaging North Manchester, Wayne
playing its second engagement of the year against Michigan Normal, Capital
tackling Heidelberg, Otterbein meeting a Marietta eleven, Wittenberg battling
a Denison team in a homecoming struggle and Findlay marching over a
weak Kenyon College eleven.

The University of Chicsgo has ofSt Mary's University (Texas) fered full tuition scholarships to
owns a bus for athletic trips that Rhodes scholars forced from England
holds 53 passengers.
by the current war.
The federal government spends
Trinity College has a history class
$14,000 for every student graduated
conducted by a blind instructor.
from the U. S. Naval Academy.

STUDENTS I

THE UNIVERSITY
BARBER SHOP
Opposite College Campus

TRYOUTSANNOUNCED
Too Hot And Fall 19-13
FOR SWIMMING TEAM Group of Bee Gee Gridder* Stand Out as Team Upsets
Tryouta for the University's first
swim team will be held during the
first week after the football season
ends, according to Budd Cox, coach,
who has already begun plans for the
coming year.
Swimming meets have been scheduled, says Cox, with Ohio University,
Ohio Wesleyan, Kenyon, Wooster,
Kent SUte, Case and Wittenberg.

Dope Bucket by Trimming Favored
Band of Churchmen

ROUGHRIDERS WHIP
BEE GEE HARRIERS

Rain, sleet and snow couldn't stop
the Case Rough riders Harriers as
they defeated the Falcon cross country team 21-34 at Cleveland Saturday.
Today is the last day for students Case runners took the first three
places followed by Jay Parker, who
to regiater for the use of the pool. took
fourth. Other Falcon runners
who placed were Jim Onofrio, Lewis
Last week, 631 swimmers w.r.
DeSandro, "Rosio" Rosen, and Benny
in th. pool.
Michels.
The meeting was run after the
Men will begin instructional swim
John Carroll-Case football game.
classes on Dec. 4.

Nat a tor ium Notes

The water temperature of th.
pool i. kept between 73 and 78
decree. Fahrenheit. The room
temperature should be fire deire*, higher than th. water, bat
It cannot be regulated in th. N.t.torium until th. Univeriity'.
power plant foe. into operation.
During the first week the pool waa
open, the residual chlorine content
of the swimming water was kept high
to insure pure water until arrangement* could be made for bacteria
testa. The water is tested three times
each day for residual chlorine content
Bacteria tests ars> taken re
times a week.

HOLLAND DAIRY BAR
109 S. Main
FOOT LONG HOT DOCS
HOME MADE CHILI
COFFEE
HOT FUDGE SUNDAES

STUDENTS!
20% OFF . . Cash and Carry

LEITMAN'S
Cleaner* and Tailors
PHONE 7511

Quality Merchandise
at tho

Lowest Price

G. & M. Cut
Rate Drugs
100 S. Main

Phone 6071

Table Tennis Players
Plan Year's Schedule
Plans for the year's activities and
the acceptance of new members will
be discussed at the first meeting of
the Table Tennis Club to be held tomorrow at 6:30 p.m. in the Women's
Building, Robert Baron, president,
announced yesterday.
The second meeting, scheduled for
Nov. 10, will be open to anybody who
would like to join, and elimination
games will start to select the quota
for the semester, he states. Under
present rules, membership of the club
is restricted to ten men and ten women.

Bowling Green inaugurated it*
1989 road campaign with a smashing
19-13 triumph over a slightly favored Wittenberg eleven last Saturday
on the letter's gridiron.
The powerful Bee Gee line, with
the exception of a 24-yard run, stopped
the Lutheran backs in their tracks and
after a slow start ripped huge holea
in tho Red line for the Falcon backs.
Wittenberg struck through the air
to score their touchdowns, and likewise the Falcons used the air lanea
to set tho stage for two scores, Wellner running 33 yards for the other
touchdown.
Bowling Green scored early in the
opening quarter after an exchange
of punts put the ball on the Falcon
28 yard line. Brudzinski passed to
Catanese for 22 yards, putting the
ball on the mid-field stripe. Johnson
ripped off four yards through the center of the line. Brudsinsld's pasa to
Good was incomplete, but on the
next play the tame halfback rifled
another pass to Catanese for twenty
three yards and a first down on the
Wittenberg 23 yard line. Catanese
plunged for three yards, Brudzinski
was stopped for no gain, and then
Brudzinski pitched a perfect strike
(Continued on page 4, col. 6)

To be rure of a real Hair Cut
that is done in a way that
the best do it, I go to the
Vanity Shop.—Don Patterson

PEANUTS ROASTED DAILY
FRESH POPCORN

CORNER NEWS
STAND

The Vanity Shop

Main and Wooster

"In The Modern Home"
140 S. Prospect
Ph. 6091

College Men
Attention!

"I Just Finished a

Choose from
SMART NEW
SUITS
—at—
FRONEYS

GIANT HAMBURG"
I JUST FINISHED J

[THANKSGIVING

Also

AT —

Light
Lunchct

$15.75 to $24.75
two and three
button coat styles

<2A

South Main Street
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KOHL HALL MEN
ENTERTAIN WITH
HALLOWEEN DANCE

SKOLS TO SPONSOR Shatzel Hall is
[
Scene
of
Party
SHINDIG SATURDAY;
HANSELMANTOPLAY

Going Up?

Rug-Cutters to Swing Out
In Sport Sweaters;
Tickets Are 50c

Or. and Mr*. F. J. Prout Are
Among Saturday Night
Guest* of Honor
Kohl Hall was host at a hallowe'on
dance given in the main dining room
of the hall last Saturday evening.
Strictly a couple affair, the dance
was attended by a capacity crowd.
Among the guests present were Dr.
and Mrs. F. J. Prout, Miss A. Wrey
Warner of tho women's physical education department, Mrs. N. Reynolds,
Kohl Hall housemother, and Dean and
Mrs. A. B. Conklin.
Miss Charlotte White-ley, Mr. Robert Binau, and Mr. Paul It. Ladd
were the three most gaily costumed
students at the dance. A spooky atmosphere was created by skulls lying
about the floor and hanging from the
ceiling, and by the many pumpkins
and shocks of corn about the room.
Music by Benny Goodman, Artie
Shaw, and Glen Miller via the record
player recently purchased by the
social committee, was featured thruout tho evening.
During the course of the evening.
Miss Warner introduced Mrs. Reynolds and Jerry Wendt, freshman representative on the social committee
and organizer of the dance. Mr.
Wendt introduced his two assistants,
Dick Blosser, who helped with the
lights and decorations, and Charles
Rankowski, who helped with the refreshments.

Winter Dance Committees
Appointed by Commoners
Commoners are prepnring for the
winter social season by choosing the
committees for its Winter Dance.
Robert Rice has been chosen conch
of the Commoner's Intrn-murnl basketball tram, and Darl Gatchell baa
been chosen his assistant.
Ray Light, teaching in Arcadia, and
Charles Blazer, teaching in Liberty,
were guests at the Commoners house
last week-end.
Music Students to Hear
Philadelphia Symphony
Several music students will attend
the concert given by tho Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra conducted by
Eugene Ormandy at the Toledo Art
Museum this evening.
Don Gricser, Pauline Egnew, Martha Riley, Marian Cunningham, Charlotte Dunipace, Prof. Leon Fauley,
and Prof. M. C. McEwcn will uttend
the concert.

300 Join Y.M.C.A.
As Drive Closes

Leona Golbinec, Uft, and Patricia Pratt, right, ara shown at the Toledo
airport where they plan to taka the training course offered by the Civil
Aeronautics Authority in conjunction with the University. Tha two girls
have signed for tha course, but they have not received notification of acceptance as yet. Miss Golbinec is from Rossford, and Miss Pratt is from
Martins Ferry.

Delhit See Falcons
Play at Wittenberg
Ten Delhi members traveled to
Springfield last Saturday to witness
the Bowling Green-Wittenberg football game. They spent the week-end
with Larry Williamson, of Springfield, a Delhi alumnus.
Phil Ricketts saw Cornell trample
Ohio State at Columbus last Saturday.

Accounting Club Plans
To Hold Dinner Meeting
Phi Alpha Chi, University accounting club, outlined plans for the coming year at its meeting held last Wednesday evening.
The organization is planning to
have a dinner meeting with able speakers present and to hold forums and
round table discussions.
The objective of this group, according to its leaders, is to gain a better
understanding of accounting, and the
club will try to secure experts to
speak at regular meetings.
Tho officers are Harold Parker,
president; Ronald Heilman, vicepresident; John Rohra, treasurer;
Richard Kruth, corresponding secretary; Don Cooper, acrgeant-at-arms.
Prof. J. M. Cadwalladcr is the
faculty advisor.

Y.W.C.A. Sponsors First of
Etiquette Series Monday
Next Monday at 4 p. m. in the auditorium, the Y. W. C. A. is sponsoring
tho first in an etiquette series to be
continued throughout the winter.
The first meeting will deal with
correct posture. Models will give
various illustrations of good posture,
sitting and standing. One of the physical education teachers will give the
talk.
The program is for women only.

Methodist Groups Hold
Party at Huffman Home Phratra Sorority Holds
Pledging Service For 6

The attic in the home of Mrs. W.
S. Huffman, Wesley Foundation student leader, was the setting for the
Hallowe'en party held by Kappa Phi
and Sigma Epsilon Theta last Thursday evening.
Winners of games and contests
were awarded candy suckers.
Refreshments consisted of pumpkin pie
with whipped cream.
Dorothy Blackmore, president of
Kappa Phi. urges all Methodist and
Methodist preference girls to join
the sorority which meets tho second
and fourth Thursdays of each month
at Mrs. Huffman's home.

The University crowd swung out
to the melodies of Tommy Howard and
his Swing-masters of Marysville last
Friday night at an all-campus Hallowo'en Hop sponsored by the Las
Amigas sorority.
Tiny purple and chartreuse dance
programs carried the same motif as
the large design back of the orchesrta
stand. Several huge, elaborate paper
masks set at absurd angles on the
walls of the Men's Gym, a crystal
ball suspended from the ceiling, and
unusual lighting effects carried out
tho original decoration scheme.
Vcnnio Petcof of Detroit, together
with Emma Rcitz of Bellevue and Joan
Brown of Watcrville, formed the committee in charge of decorations. Ruth
Meek of Bucyrus, headed the committee for dance programs.
Faculty guests who served as chaperons ut tho affair were Miss Grace
Wills, Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Shafcr, Dr.
and Mrs. W. A. Zaugg, Miss Grace
Durrin, and Miss Wrey Warner.

W.A.A. All-Campus Dance
Scheduled For Nov. 10
The all-campus country dance
scheduled to be given this Friday by
the Women's Athletic Association has
been postponed until Friday, Nov. 10,
according to an announcement made
by Miss Emilic llartman, association
sponsor.
The date was changed because of
confliction with the appearance of
Ted Shawn and his men dancers this
Friday evening.
Committees and complete details
of the dance will be announced in
the near future, Miss Hartman said.

University Service Station

THE LYRIC

recall the unusual response of the
students because of his expert handling of student questions.

WED.-THUR.

NOT.

1.2

Nan Grey, Robt. Cumraings,
Gloria Jean in

"THE UNDERPUP"

Dr. Siebens Answers

"Questions Students Ask About
Morals and Religion" will be presented by Dr. A. R. Siebens in a series
of six Sunday evening meetings nt
the Westminster Club which began
Sunday, Oct. 29. The series is offered
to Bowling Green State Universitv
students by the Westminster Club officers. Miss Wrey Warner is the sponsor.
Dr. Siebens was selected by the
student cabinet for this series because
of his keen understanding and interest
in young people. Everyone who attended last year's series on "When
Youth Thinks About Marriage" will

Tommy Howard as
Rhythm Maker at
Las Amigas Dance

631 East Wooster
Dependable Marathon Product.
rhratra sorority held a pledging
C. Yodcr, Prop.
service on Oct. 24 and pledged six
Groceries - Tobaccos - Candies
University women. The new pledges
are Letha Wachtmann, Catherine Alspach, Miriam Leiendeckcr, Helen •>••
Meyers, Eleanor Rupp and Carol
Christmun.

Compliments of
Questions on Religion

Girls, don those Sloppy Joe sweaters and saddle shoes! — Men, get your
loud-striped sox out of the laundrybag!
The Skol sorority is giving a Sport
Swing Saturday especially for college "Joe's". Richard Hanselman's
orchestra from Toledo will begin playing at 8:30 p.m. for all Bowling
Green jitterbugs as well as the sweetswing enthusiasts.
The Skol sisters will have their
pockets filled with tickets selling at
50 cents and if you can't find a Skol,
bids will be sold in the "Well" the
day before the dance.
Helen Sullins and Gladys Bisher are
planning the program and Margaret
West is in charge of refreshments.
Sally Charles is in charge of decora(Continued from page 3, col. 6)
tions and Betty Jane Lowry is making
to Catanese which was good to the
arrangements for the orchestra.
five yard line. Catanese and Johnson
each picked up a yard before Mussill
lateraled
to Brudzinski who ran
around the right side of his own line
for the tally. Brashley's kick was no
good.
The big red came right back howThree hundred men on the campus
have joined the University Y. M. C. ever and after taking the kickoff to
A." stated Art Shanly, chairman of the 34 marched to the Bowling Green
the membership drive, after leaders 26 on six plays. Alloway then passed
of the four teams turned in final re- to Chatlain on the ten, who ran the
ports at the "Y" cabinet meeting late remaining distance for the score. The
conversion was good to give Wittenlast week.
The two losing teams, led by Allen berg a 7-6 lead, which they held until
Allion and Paul W. Ladd, will serve the second half.
Bowling Green threatened again
a banquet to be held tomorrow night,
at 8:30. All Y. M. C. A. members are after Brudzinski passed to Catanese
invited to attend this as well as a for 19 yards and a 16 yard pass from
splash party in the Natatorium, at Wellner was good to Dale Good who
7:00 preceding the banquet. Admit- lateraled to Brudzinski who ran to
tance can only be secured through pre- the Witt 26. The threat was nipped
sentation of a membership card and on the next play when Wellner's pass
the pool will be closed to all others. to Mehlow was intercepted on the 20.
The normal $2.00 swimming fee is The rest of the period was a kicking
waived for the evening by M. Budd duel between Brudzinski and Law,
Cox, swimming director. Men still great Lutheran booter.
Bowing Green kicked to Wittenberg
wishing to become members can purto open the second half, but forced
chase a card at the door.
the
losers to kick. The punt was parThe labor forum, made up of representatives from the N. L. R. II., tially blocked and Wellner ran the
A. F. of L„ and the C. I. 0., scheduled ball back to the Wittenberg 47. Brudfor the Nov. 16 meeting, may be post- zinski then flipped a pass to Kormazis that was good for thirteen
poned indefinitely.
Seven delegates from the Univer- yards and a first down. After Wellsity Y. M. C. A. will attend the Youth ner made three Brudzinski ran
Conference at Oberlin College, Nov. through the opposition for 26 yards
3, 4, and 5, according to Len Kaiser, to the eight yard stripe. Wellner,
Catanese, and Brudzinski each made
president.
two yards before Wellner drove off
his own left tackle for the touchdown.
James Flynn Elected
Knecht's placement was wide, but
Head of Newman Club the
Falcons held a 12-7 lead.
Again Brudzinski kicked to WitAt the organization meeting of tenberg in the end zone, returned to
the Newman Club, a Catholic student their own 31. Wellner intercepted a
group, in St. Aloysius church last
pass at mid-field and then lateraled
Sunday, Father Horrigan discussed
to Brudzinski who ran five more yards
the Newman Clubs at other univer- to the 46. Catanese made two yards
sities, and students present drew up in as many tries, then Ed Mussill,
a constitution for the local club.
who showed up so well in the OtterOfficers were elected for the year. bein game, romped 20 yards through
They are James Flynn, president; the center of the line to the Witt 23.
Catherine Cosentino, vice-president;
The Lutherans stalled the Falcon
William Maas, secretary-treasurer; machine temporarily when they inand John Dawidowicz, lecturer.
tercepted a Brudzinski to Mehlow pass
The Newman Club will have its on their own 14. Two tries at the line
second meeting this Sunday at 6:30 netted one yard, and then the Bee
p.m. in St. Aloysius church.
Gee forward wall broke through to
partially block the kick which Well8 Las Amigas Pledges
ner returned to the Lutheran's 33. On
Attend Degree Services the next play this same blonde speed-

Several frosh men are wanted for
basketball managers. See Coach Landis or Manager Herringshaw.
Old maWrs of th« TabU Taania Club will moot tomorrow at
6:30 p.m. in the nortbwaat room
of .tha Woman's building. All
old members not present Will ha
counted out for tho year.

Seven Sisters Sorority
Retains Scholarship Cup
The Seven Sisters sorority retained the Esther Russell scholarship cup
that is granted each year to the sorority with the highest point average.
The sorority's point average was 2.87.
Fifteen sorority members and
friends honored Eloise Dyer at a
birthday party last Thursday evening. A feature of the event was a
large cake and Hallowe'en ice cream.

Falcons Romp
Over Lutherans Men Pledged
By Five Brothers

Musicians Observe
Lewistown Classes
Music students from the senior and
junior classes will attend an all day
observation class on music education
Friday at Lewistown, Ohio. The Lewistown music department is under
the direction of Mr. Dwight Nofziger,
a graduate of this University.
Prof. R. M. Tunnicliffc stated that
the purpose of this trip is to acquaint
the students with teaching methods
used in neighboring schools.
This will make the third occasion
on which the music students have
visited music teachers in neighboring
schools.
They have observed Mr,
Raymond Light's classes in Arcadia
and Mr. Stanley Huffman's classes
in Vanlue.
Music students going to Lewistown
are: Don Grisier, Paul Ullom, Marian
Cunningham, Pauline Egncw, Martha Riley, Helen Harrison, Bob
Dierks, Helen Rear, Charlotte Dunipace, Eloiso Dyer, Rose Dehnhoff,
and Phyllis Logan. Prof Leon Fauley
and Professor TunniclhTe accompanied the group.

One hundred and twenty five
"Shatzelites" held a Hallowe'en party
Monday evening from ten to eleven
o'clock in the annex of Shatzel Hall.
The hall, decorated with large pumpkins and stalks of corn shocks, and
the girls, masked and dressed in
original costumes, gave a mysterious
air under the green glowing lights.
Well known skits were produced by
several girls who were called upon
impromptu, and a ghost story was related to the girls by a weird-voiced
Mrs. "X". Later during the evening,
the customary games were played.
Doughnuts and cider were served
for refreshments.
The committees in charge were Evelyn Myers, refreshments; Marguerite
Barker, decorations, and Dondus
Berndt, entertainment.

BULLETINS

The Bank of
Wood County

Member

The Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.

FRI.-SAT.
NOT. 3-4
Open 2:16 Sat.

The Las Amigas sorority held first
degree pledge services for its eight
pledges last week. The pledges are:
Marcia Friesner, Betty Dilley, Euleen Honeck, Alberta Smith, Polly
Kurtz, Ellen Henderson, Lamont
Shoup and Lois Gordon.
»— - - -■—.———.-■-.„

Expert Beauty Work to
fit your individual
style

Kay-Ann
Beauty Shop
THECLA-ZEL

Jeanne Dowell, Johnstown, motored
to Chicago last week-end with Miss
Grace Wills of the art department.
Welda Berlincourt, Fremont, spent
the week-end with Dorothy Ryland
of Bucyrus. Miss Ryland, a Five
Sister alumna, is now teaching in
Bucyrus.
ster romped around left end and raced
down the sideline to score the Falcon's
third and final touchdown. This time
Knecht's kick split the uprights to
give Bowling Green a 19-7 advantage.
Wittenberg
scored their final
touchdown mid-way in the final quarter after Law's 68 yard kick pushed
the Falcons back to their four yard
line. Brudzinski's low kick was returned to the Falcon 25. A pass was
good for nine yards, and then a try
at the center of the line netted one
yard and a first down on the 14.
Wittenberg was tossed for a nine
yard loss, but a pass was good to put
the ball on the 10. Another pass into
the end lone was good for the touchdown.

HANSAKER'S
PHARMACY
SODAS
—
LUNCHES
STUDENT SUPPLIES

GOOD FOOD

SPRATT
MUSIC STORE
Latest in Sheet Music
and Popular Dance
Records.
35c each; 3 for $1
All Music and Supplies

HOME RESTAURANT
SPECIAL 28c LUNCH DAILY
No Beer, Liquor

For Quality

130 E. Wooster St.

Dairy Products

For quick service

Model Dairy

drive to the
Service Window

PHONE 4441

WH1TEH0USE
HAMBURGER SHOP

WED.-THUR.-FRI.
NOT. 1-2-3
GARY COOPER in

"THE REAL GLORY"
SAT. — Open 2:15 —

NOT.

4

JOHN MACK BROWN in

"OKLAHOMA
FRONTIER"

"Streets of New York"

Three

<—Also—

of our better
grade
PORTRAITS

"THE ESCAPE"

for $3

SUN.-MON.
NOT. 56
Open 2:16 Sunday

SUN.-MON.
NOT. 5-8
Open 2:16 Sun.

Regularly $5.00

Conrad Veidt, Valerie Hobson in

Ann Sothern, Kram-hot Tone in

"U-BOAT 29"

•FAST AND FURIOUS'
TUES. — Open 2:45 —
Bargain Day

/cad d tLe Ji UH<!

Fall Special

Plus "Dick Tracy's C-Men"
Admission: lie and 16c

"VALLEY OF THE
GIANTS"

Five Sisters Visit
In Chicago, Bucyrus

st the

2 FEATURES 2

TUE.-WED.-THUR.
Nov. 7-8-9
Wayne Morris, Claire Trevor in

Eleven pledges have accepted
pledgeship in the Five Brothers fraternity and are now working for the
first degree.
These men are Robert Wayland,
Steve Brudzinski, Jack Howitt, F.dson
Parks, Winnie Parks, Jack McNeil,
Harold Mehlow, Edwin Ransbottom,
Vernon Kerns, George Nonemaker,
Harold Wilensky and Emil Ihnat.
Alumni brothers who visited the
Five Brothers over the weekend were
Dick Hagemeyer, teacher at Waterville; Mat Dot son, teacher at Liberty
township; and Bill Fraker, student
in the Agriculture School at Ohio
State University.
The renovations and interior decorations in the Five Brothers' house
have been completed.

NOT.

7

THE JONES FAMILY in

'TOO BUSY TO WORK'

ARIEL WALKER
STUDIO
106 N. Main

Ph. 9041

This ii the last week for
Seaior Portraits

s
«~»—> •! *« tarn.
nV
daace
. the whole weekend
through
tl.li eoehanlinj coll |rvra
>"• that All America slaamir thai
■»•■*• rw the "let oi the le.n.1 "

Permanents $1.50 and up

Monty's Beauty
Salon
PHONE 2611

